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Chapter 5 Binary azeotropic systems 

Chapter 5 

Binary azeotropic systems 

5.1 Introduction 

Although in general the main focus of this research is based on the influence of mass transfer 
effects on mainly multicomponent azeotropic distillation systems, the first experiments were 
performed with several binary mixtures. Beyond other reasons, choosing to investigate and 
understand the behaviors of the column composition trajectories of binary systems first, is 
based on the way how multicomponent systems are described (see Chapter 4: Mass transfer 
model development) rather sensible. Note that all data for multicomponent systems are 
retrieved from binary data; consider for example the mass transfer coefficients of the binary 
pairs Kjj, the diffusivities Oy, but also the NRTL interaction parameters (tabulated in Table 
3.3). Hence, every n-component system can be dealt with in a more than reasonable manner 
as long as all the binary data are available. 
Concerning the build up of this dissertation, it is also more than logic to commence with the 
binary experimental results and continue later on with the ternary and even quaternary 
experimental findings. 

Since there is only one independent diffusional flux, only one independent composition 
gradient (driving force) and , therefore, only one independent diffusion coefficient and for 
distillation of binary mixtures only one independent Murphree point efficiency, the use of a 
NEQ stage model in which proper account is taken of mass transfer in either fluid phase by 
use of the rigorous Maxwell-Stefan diffusion equations seems to be needless. In principle, an 
EQ stage model will do a perfect job in predicting/matching any column composition 
trajectory for any binary mixture, provided that the stage efficiencies are properly adjusted for 
every single run and system. For the use of a NEQ stage model on the other hand, many 
equipment parameters have to be specified. For example, the column diameter must be known 
and for trayed columns, the tray type, weir height, liquid flow path length and bubbling area 
must be known (for packed columns, the packing type, size and material). Another point is 
that the actual process flow rates are important in nonequilibrium model simulations since 
they influence the mass transfer coefficients as well as the tray hydraulics (think of flooding). 
Thus it is important to ensure that the specified flows and tray (or packing) characteristics are 
consistent with the satisfactory operation of the column. All those specifications may be seen 
as a disadvantage (especially when they are not available), but they also make the simulations 
more equivalent to the real situation. Beyond that, the component stage efficiencies get 
estimated by the NEQ stage model so that no fitting is required by the engineer anymore. 
The main point for investigation and comparison of binary azeotropic experiments with an 
equilibrium model and our developed rigorous nonequilibrium stage model (Chapter 4) lies in 
the following of this dissertation. Especially the NEQ stage model simulations of the binary 
experiments are important concerning the supposedly support of the NEQ stage model 
simulations of our multicomponent azeotropic experiments, later on in Chapter 6, 7 and 8. 
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Chapter 5 Binary azeotropic systems 

Experiments with seven different binary mixtures were carried out in our laboratory scale 
distillation column, see Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2. The complete description of the experimental 
performance is fully described in Chapter 3, along with the reference-components and 
solvents used for every single system, see Table 3.2. 
In total, a set of eight experimental runs were performed with the Water-Ethanol mixture, four 
experiments with the Water-Methanol, Water-Isopropanol and Methanol-Isopropanol 
mixtures, and two experiments with the Water-Cyclohexane, Acetone-Toluene and Water-
Methylacetate systems. 
In the next section, all the binary experiments will be presented and compared with both 
models. In the EQ stage model, the column composition profiles will not be matched by 
fitting the column stage efficiencies, but a general stage efficiency of 100% will be used. 
From the NEQ stage model development, described in Chapter 4, we know that the bubble 
diameter, as one remaining parameter, is needed to specify in order to be able to run the NEQ 
model simulations. Therefore, this bubble size a\ is varied over a range from 2.5 - 5.5 mm. In 
all EQ and NEQ model simulations, the experimental vapour composition leaving the reboiler 
(stage 12) is used as an "input" (starting) composition; the column composition profile is 
forced to pass through this specified composition, see simulation strategy in Chapter 4. One 
exception to this rule is made for the simulations of the experiments with the Acetone-
Toluene mixture; here the "input" composition equals the experimental composition leaving 
stage 6 (Note: the composition leaving the reboiler for this binary system is too close to zero, 
which makes it too sensitive to use as a starting composition). 
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5.2 Comparison of EQ and NEQ simulations with experiments 

5.2.1 Water - Ethanol system 

The first binary experiments were performed with the azeotropic water-ethanol mixture, 
which has a minimum boiling azeotrope. The initial composition for each experiment (to 
place into the reboiler) was chosen such that the minimum boiling azeotrope would be 
reached in the top of the bubble-cap distillation column. Fig. 5.8(a-b) (page 41) shows the 
experimentally measured composition profiles for a set of eight runs. It can be seen that 
indeed the azeotrope was reached for each experiment, and that the reboiler (initial) 
composition was changed slightly for every experiment. Fig. 5.1 shows the EQ model 
simulation for one arbitrary run, using a stage efficiency of 100%. Also in this graph, the 
NEQ stage model simulations results are presented for the same "specific" experimental run, 
using different bubble-sizes {d^) over a range from 2.5-5.5mm in diameter. The best 
agreement with the experimental profile was found by the NEQ stage model using a 4.5-5.0 
mm bubble-diameter, see Fig. 5.1. Note, using a 4.5mm bubble diameter implies that the 
prediction of the column composition by the NEQ model is just located below the 
experimentally measured column compositions. The composition-profile obtained by using a 
5.0mm bubble diameter is situated somewhat above the experimental findings, see Fig. 5.8(a-
b) (page 41). For the remaining seven experiments with the water-ethanol system, similar 
results were observed and therefore the same conclusions can be drawn about using the NEQ 
stage model with a 4.5-5.0mm bubble diameter. 

Water-Ethanol: 

EQ and NEQ model vs experiment 
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O Input composition 
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Experiment (vapour) 
EQ model (100%) 
NEQ model (2.5mm) 
NEQ model (4.0mm) 
NEQ model (4.5mm) 
NEQ model (5.0mm) 
NEQ model (5.5mm) 

Fig. 5.1. EQ model (100% efficiency) and NEQ model (varying bubble sizes in a range from 
db =2.5-5.5 mm in diameter) simulation results compared with experimental data (open 
circles for vapor samples). The large open circle is the specified composition for the 
simulations; this corresponds to the vapor composition leaving the reboiler (12). 
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5.2.2 Methanol - Isopropanol system 

A set of four experiments were carried out with the binary methanol-isopropanol mixture in 
the laboratory-scale bubble-cap distillation column. The experiments were performed as 
described in Chapter 3; the (reference) solvent used for this system is tabulated in Table 3.2. 
The methanol-isopropanol mixture does not contain an azeotrope, which can be seen in Fig. 
5.8(e) (page 41) and Fig. 5.2; Both graphs show that the column compositions towards the 
condenser of the distillation column go to pure methanol. The EQ model simulation results 
(using 100% efficiency) and the NEQ simulation results (using different bubble sizes in a 
range from 2.5 - 5.5 mm in diameter) are presented in Fig. 5.2 for one specific experiment. In 
all simulations, the measured vapour composition leaving the reboiler was used as "input" 
(start) composition. The experimentally measured profile can be best simulated by the NEQ 
model with a specified bubble diameter of (4.5)-5.0mm. Fig. 5.8(e) (page 41) shows that the 
other three experimental runs are also very well described by the NEQ stage model using a 
bubble size d\, = 5.0mm. 
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Methanol-isopropanol: 

EQ and NEQ model vs experiment 
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Fig. 5.2. EQ model (100% efficiency) and NEQ model (varying bubble sizes in a range from 
dt, = 2.5-5.5 mm in diameter) simulation results compared with experimental data (open 
circles for vapor samples). The large open circle is the specified composition for the 
simulations; this corresponds to the vapor composition leaving the reboiler (12). 

5.2.3 Water - Isopropanol system 

Another set of four experiments were performed in the same experimental set-up with the 
azeotropic mixture water-isopropanol. The azeotrope for this system is situated at a water 
composition of x\ » 0.333, which can be seen in Fig. 5.3; The column composition profile 
ends up in the azeotrope, which is the measured composition in the condenser of the 
distillation column. Fig. 5.3 also presents the EQ (100% efficiency) and NEQ (with varying 
bubble diameters) simulation results for one single experiment. From this graph and from Fig. 
5.8(d) (page 41), it can be concluded that also the water-isopropanol system is very well 
described by the NEQ stage model using a bubble size t/D = 5.0mm. 
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Water-lsopropanol: 

EQ and NEQ model vs experiment 
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Fig. 5.3. EQ model (100% efficiency) and NEQ model (varying bubble sizes in a range from 
db — 2.5 — 5.5 mm in diameter) simulation results compared with experimental data (open 
circles for vapor samples). The large open circle is the specified composition for the 
simulations; this corresponds to the vapor composition leaving the reboiler (12). 

5.2.4 Water - Methanol system 

The next experiments were carried out with the binary mixture water-methanol, which does 
not contain an azeotrope. Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.8(c) (page 41) show that the column composition 
profiles end up with condenser compositions of pure methanol. For one arbitrary experimental 
run, the EQ model simulation result (with 100% efficiency) and several NEQ model 
simulation results, using different bubble diameters, are plotted in Fig. 5.4 along with the 
measured vapour composition profile. Based on these results, it can be concluded that the 
experimental composition profiles, also for this binary system, are well predictable by the 
NEQ stage model using a bubble diameter of 5.0mm. For another three experiments, this can 
be seen as well in Fig. 5.8(c) (page 41). 

Water-Methanol: 

EQ and NEQ model vs experiment 
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Fig. 5.4. EQ model (100% efficiency) and NEQ model (varying bubble sizes in a range from 
dt, = 2.5 - 5.5 mm in diameter) simulation results compared with experimental data (open 
circles for vapor samples). The large open circle is the specified composition for the 
simulations; this corresponds to the vapor composition leaving the reboiler (12). 
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5.2.5 Water - Methylacetate system 

The azeotropic binary mixture water-methylacetate has one azeotrope, which is located at a 
low water composition around x\ = 0.08. Two experiments with also low water concentrations 
were carried out in our experimental set-up (see Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2). The measured vapour 
composition trajectories are plotted in Fig. 5.8(f) (page 41) along with the simulation results 
using the NEQ stage model with a bubble diameter of 4.5 and 5.0mm. The experiments are 
once again best simulated with the NEQ model using these bubble-sizes. This can be 
contemplated in Fig. 5.5, where the composition profile predictions are presented, calculated 
by an EQ stage model using 100% efficiency and by our developed rigorous NEQ stage 
model using several bubble diameters in a range from 2.5 - 5.5mm. 
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Fig. 5.5. EQ model (100% efficiency) and NEQ model (varying bubble sizes in a range from 
dh = 2.5 - 5.5 mm in diameter) simulation results compared with experimental data (open 
circles for vapor samples). The large open circle is the specified composition for the 
simulations; this corresponds to the vapor composition leaving the reboiler (12). 

5.2.6 Ethanol - Cyclohexane system 

The subsequent experiments were carried out with the binary azeotropic mixture Ethanol-
Cyclohexane. This system has one azeotrope located at a Ethanol concentration oïx\ » 0.45. 
When moving up the column towards the condenser, the measured column composition 
profiles are approaching this azeotrope. see Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5.9(a) (page 42). The 
experimental findings are simulated again with the EQ stage model (100% efficiency) and the 
NEQ stage model (varying bubble diameters) according to the same procedure as for the 
preceding experiments. 
For one of the two experiments, these simulation results are plotted in Fig. 5.6. In great 
contradiction with the foregoing binary systems, this azeotropic mixture is not very well 
described by the NEQ stage model when a larger bubble diameter is used as an input 
specification. For smaller bubble diameters on the other hand, the NEQ stage model does a 
more than reasonable job in predicting the experimental vapour compositions, see Fig. 5.6. 
Also the other experimental run for this binary mixture gets very well described by the NEQ 
stage model when a bubble size of dt, = 2.5 mm in diameter is used, see Fig 5.9(a) (page 42). 
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Ethanol-Cyclohexane: 

EQ and NEQ model vs experiment 
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Fig. 5.6. EQ model (100% efficiency) and NEQ model (varying bubble sizes in a range from 
<4 = 2.5 - 5.5 mm in diameter) simulation results compared with experimental data (open 
circles for vapor samples). The large open circle is the specified composition for the 
simulations; this corresponds to the vapor composition leaving the reboiler (12). 

5.2.7 Acetone - Toluene system 

The last investigated system of the binaries is the acetone - toluene mixture. This system does 
not contain an azeotrope. Only two experiments were preformed in the laboratory-scale 
bubble-cap distillation column. Both measured vapour composition profiles are presented in 
Fig 5.9(b) (page 42). For one of the two runs, the simulation results for the EQ stage model 
(using 100% stage efficiency) and the NEQ stage model (using different bubble diameters in a 
range from 2.5 - 5.5 mm) are plotted along with the experimental vapour compositions in Fig. 
5.7. 
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Fig. 5.7. EQ model (100% efficiency) and NEQ model (varying bubble sizes in a range from 
db = 2.5 - 5.5 mm in diameter) simulation results compared with experimental data (open 
circles for vapor samples). The large open circle is the specified composition for the 
simulations; this corresponds to the vapor composition leaving stage 6. 
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Note: as opposed to the simulation strategy used for the foregoing six binaries, the "feed 
locations", or better formulated, the input compositions used for the (EQ and NEQ) 
simulations with the acetone - toluene mixture are equal to the measured vapour compositions 
leaving stage 6; denoted by the large open circle in Fig. 5.7. 
Just like the ethanol - cyclohexane mixture, the experimental composition profiles are best 
simulated with the NEQ stage model when a 2.5mm bubble diameter is used as input 
parameter (Fig. 5.7). The predicted column composition trajectories are in excellent 
agreement with the experiments (Fig. 5.9(b) (page 42)), only when this smaller bubble-size db 

is specified into the NEQ model simulations. 
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O Experimental data 1 

D Experimental data 2 

A Experimental data 3 

+ Experimental data 4 
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Fig. 5.8. Experimental results showing the vapor column composition trajectories for five 
different binary systems. Also shown are the simulation results showing the trajectories 
calculated by the NEQ stage model. For each binary, the experimental vapor composition 
leaving the reboiler is specified in the simulations. In the NEQ model simulations, a bubble 
size db- 4.5 mm (solid line) and 5.0 mm (dotted line) were chosen. 
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O Experimental data 1 
n Experimental data 2 
— NEQ model (2.5mm bubble) 

(a) Ethanol-Cyclohexane (b) Acetone-Toluene 
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Fig. 5.9. Experimental results (open circles and squares for vapor samples) showing the 
column composition trajectories for the (a) Ethanol (I) - Cyc/ohexane (2) and (b) Acetone 
(I) - Toluene (2) binary mixtures. Also shown are the simulation results showing the 
trajectories calculated by the nonequilibrium (NEQ) stage model. In the NEQ model 
simulations, a bubble size db = 2.5 mm (solid line) was chosen. 

General note: All vapour-liquid equilibrium (VLE) data used for all the simulations with the 
various systems are tabulated in Table 3.3, Chapter 3. 

5.3 Summary 

In principle it should be possible to simulate and obtain reasonable fits for all kinds of binary 
mixture composition profiles, as long as the engineer is willing to fulfil long and meticulous 
adjustments of the column stage efficiencies. Unfortunately, the 'correct' stage efficiency for 
one single system cannot be established with 100% certainty, such that it is absolutely 
accurate for every single run with that binary system. When several experiments are 
performed with one and the same binary mixture and simulated with an EQ stage model, than 
the required adjusted stage efficiencies for all experiments will (slightly) deviate from each 
other in order to imitate all experimental finding precisely. Yet, the use and performance of an 
EQ stage model were of less importance in this chapter. The main objective here was the use 
and capability of our rigorous NEQ stage model, developed in the preceding Chapter 4. 

Several experiments in our laboratory scale bubble-cap distillation column (Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 
3.2) were performed with various binary (azeotropic) mixtures according to the experimental 
instruction written down in Chapter 3. All of these experiments were extensively investigated 
and reproduced by making use of the NEQ stage model in which the bubble diameter dy, plays 
an important key role as input specification for the simulations. 
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The first remark to be made with regard to the presented results in this chapter is that for one 
and the same binary mixture, all experiments can be simulated with the NEQ stage model 
using (as well) one and the same specific bubble-diameter. Doing so, the NEQ model predicts 
column composition trajectories, which are all in excellent agreement with the experiments. 
This to be acquainted with makes it easier for the engineer to make more simulations with the 
(<ib-known) binary mixtures. 
From the graphs in Fig 5.1 upto and including Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.8(a-f), we may conclude 
that the binary mixtures Water - Ethanol, Methanol- Isopropanol, Water - Isopropanol, Water 
- Methanol and Water - Methylacetate are best simulated with the NEQ stage model using a 
bubble size dy, of 4.5 - 5.0 mm in diameter. All experiments with the binary mixtures Ethanol -
Cyclohexane and Acetone - Toluene are very well described by the NEQ stage model when a 
bubble diameter of 2.5 mm is used, see Fig 5.6, Fig 5.7 and Fig 5.9(a-b). The attached 
significance to these values of bubble diameters for the various binary systems may not seem 
to be relevant and interesting at first, but they turned out to become very supporting and 
grounding for following experiments with several ternary and quaternary systems, see 
Chapter 6, 7 and 8 in this dissertation. In order to remind, also the data for multicomponent 
systems, like the earlier mentioned NRTL interaction parameters, the diffusivities for binary 
pairs and mass transfer coefficients, are retrieved from the binary data as well. 
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